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ABSTRACT Ad hoc low power wireless networks are existing research for sensing and common computing. This
paper defines resource depletion attach which forms at routing protocol layer. This attack disables the entire network by
consuming nodes battery power. These attacks are not dependent on any protocol but depend on many class of routing
protocols. We discussed all protocols are susceptible to Vampire attacks, which are dangerous, difficult to detect, and
are very easy to carry out using very few such as one malicious insider sending only protocol-compliant messages.
Proposed algorithm gives the solution for carousal attack and stretch attack to achieve better security over these attacks.
Also introduce trust based energy efficient technique to keep network active in vampire attack. This technique also
helps to detect and avoid malicious nodes in the routing phase.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ad hoc wireless sensor networks are becoming more popular and demanding techniques in near future they provides
applications such as on demand computing and also it gives continuous connectivity, quick communications. This type
of network provides availability, it monitors environmental conditions, but in every day functioning WSN becomes
very critical to handle and also the availability is becoming crucial issue. People cannot use it efficiently because
availability faults are less acceptable. Unavailability can affect the consistency and productivity of an organization, so
that high availability is required for better performance of the organization. Because the structure of organization is ad
hoc it will resist denial of service attack. Availability is important factor to improve the performance of organization so
that user can use network without any complexity.
This paper introduces scheme that gives solution to short term availability attacks of network but do not work long
term availability attacks. The denial of service attack is very important attack that cannot be neglected because it
depletes nodes battery power by consuming all its energy. Dos attack is kind of resource depletion attack in this
resource of interest is nodes battery power. In this we study the routing protocols which are designed to protect from
attack and provide security are less protective from these attacks, this attack is called as vampire attack. The vampire
attack are not dependent on protocol they are independent of design properties and implementation fault of specific
routing protocol [1].
II. RELATED WORK
Dos attack, Quality of service attack and battery depletion attacks come in previous studies. Early mention of this
power exhaustion was found as sleep depletion torture [7]. Given attack prevents node from starting low power sleepy
cycle and so consumes their batteries very fast [2].
In this paper we present damages caused by vampire attack and the protection from various protocol also we study
hoe to recover from them. In this we study how source node give long path to reach the destination so that the battery
power of anode is consumed very fast and node get depleted. In the concept of routing decision of forwarding depends
on the node independently [1]. In this we propose directional antenna and warm whole attack which are used to send
the packets to multiple remote locations, also it will increase energy cost in the whole network [3]. We keep track of
both forwarding phase and topology discovery phase because if the messages in discovery are overloaded then it
requires energy at each node [2]. In attack called carousel attack the attacker purposely shows routing loops and
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consumes nodes battery power. Another attack called stretch attack in this the attacker shows longer route than the
shorter route to deplete the nodes battery power [3].
III. ATTACK ON STATEFUL PROTOCOL
In stateless protocols the nodes are aware of topology of network and state of the topology. Depending on this state the
nodes make decisions about forwarding. Here are two main types of stateful protocols that are link state and distance
vector routing. First we will see the link state routing in which nodes keeps track on state of the link that is it checks
that whether the link is up or down. Another is distance vector routing which keeps track of which is the next node.
IV. EXISTING METHOD
In PLGP to get security from vampire attack routing protocol can be modified through packet forwarding phase. There
are two phases in PLGP that are topology discovery phase and packet forwarding phase. The original version of this
protocol in not secure for vampire attacks.
In PLGP to get security from vampire attack routing protocol can be modified through packet forwarding phase.
There are two phases in PLGP that are topology discovery phase and packet forwarding phase. The original version of
this protocol in not secure for vampire attacks.

V. SECURITY OVER VAMPIRE ATTACK
To get security against vampire attack we make some changes in forwarding phase of PLGP to ignore the vampire
attack. In this we first study the no-backtracking property. No-backtracking is satisfied for a given packet if and only if
it consistently makes progress toward its destination in the logical network address space. Formally
Definition: No-backtracking is satisfied if every packet p traverses the same number of hops whether or not an
adversary is present in the network [1].
A. Problem Statement
Existing system do not provide satisfactory solution for given Vampire attacks through the topology discovery
phase. It introduces some new information about damage limitations and possible with further modification to PLGPa.
Pure solution to these problems is given in proposed system. Also it provide solution to handle mobile network.
B. Objectives
 Forward same packet repeatedly
 Dropping packets
 Battery consumption
 Deviation from proper path
C. Proposed System
We introduce new class of solution to get solution for above issues
 Proposed system keeps track of forwarded packet to avoid duplication of packet.
 Proposed system tries to neglect malicious nodes using the packet to energy ratio, so that extra energy will
not be consumed.
 An alternate path is considered when node drops packet.
D. Solution Outline
 Generate technique to avoid carousel attack.
 Generate technique to avoid stretch attack.
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Generate factor of trust.
VI. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Prevention From Carousel Attack And Stretch Attack
This paper has introduced carousel attack and its harmful effect on network. New design or technique is required to
protect from this violation. In a WSN network when packet of message is sent from sender to receiver, these messages
are forwarded by intermediate nodes present in the network and this process continues flow till it reaches to the
receiver. In this prevention technique the carousel attack is controlled by operating various verifications that will
confirm that the packets will not go into infinite loop by consuming node battery power. For this validation we perform
two functional operation forward-packets(p) and verify-packets(p) here p is packet. First we will see the steps involved
in packet forwarding. The algorithm shown gives idea about this concept.

The above algorithm is used for forwarding the packets by intermediate node. The algorithm extracts the information
from source address, this includes IP address of source and destination, then node check whether the IP address his own
node and with the destination node, if it matches this means the packet was sent to him only and the process terminates.
There can be another condition that the IP address of node and destination doesn’t matches, in this case it will forward
the packet to closest node.
In proposed method the stretch attack can be prevented by using the shortest path method. When the packets are sent
from source to destination the shortest path is chosen based on nearest neighbour that reaches to destination from
source. To prevent from stretch attack list of all neighbour is calculated in array based on that path is decided. In this
way the attack is prevented
B. Calculation Of Energy Efficiency Trust Value
Energy efficient trust value of its neighbouring node is calculated by every node of the wireless network. To calculate
the trust value of node x and C we use following steps.
1. Get the list of all neighboring nodes.
2. Find particular node C.
3. Calculate the amount of energy consumed by node C for receiving and forwarding packet.
4. ER(c) = α * PR
Here ER= is the amount of energy consumed by node C to receive all incoming packet.
α= is the configurable parameter (amount of energy required to receive a packet).
PR= No. of packets received.
5. ES(c)= * PS.
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Here Es= is the amount of energy consumed by node C to send all outgoing packet.
= is the configurable parameter.(amount of energy required to send a packet to next hop).
Ps= No. of packets sent.
6. E Remaining(c)= E Total(c) - (ES(c)+ER(c))
7. EThreshold upper= EThreshold Remaining + ɤ .
EThreshold upper = Gives upper bound on threshold.
EThreshold Remaining = Gives average remaining threshold energy of the WSN.
ɤ = Configurable parameter.
8. EThreshold lower= EThreshold Remaining - λ .
EThreshold lower= Gives lower bound on threshold.
λ = Configurable parameter.
9. EThreshold lower <= E Remaining(c) <= EThreshold upper
In last equation if Eremaining is less than the lower bound then that node may discard the packet. Such as, if
Eremaining is more than the upper bound then such node is called as malicious.
The verify-packets(p) function will keep track of whether new packet has already entered in the intermediate node
or not. So for this purpose we are continuously checking the message for duplication in node. As the same packet
detected at node it will cancel the packet and prevent from duplication of packets in the entire network.

VII.
SIMULATION RESULT
A. Result Snapshot
Figure 1 shows the snapshot of graphical user interface where there are number of input fields such as number of
nodes, Source node, Destination node, Simulation time and buttons such as Draw nodes, Attack send, Normal send,
Stop, Exit. Figure 2 shows how the nodes are drawn according to the input of a user.

Figure 1: GUI
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Figure 3 and figure 4 shows the packet sending in vampire attack and honest rout in wireless sensor network. In figure
3 both the stretch and carousel attack are shown where loops are formed and long path is taken to consumes the WSN
energy and deplete the battery power. In figure 4 these attacks are removed and shortest path is chosen to save battery
depletion and to prevent from attack.

Figure 3 : Vampire attack

Figure 4 : Honest rout

B. Result Analysis

Figure 5(a): Delay in attack

Figure 5(b): Delay in honest rout

A figure 5 show the simulation result of both vampire attack as well as honest rout delay rate varies in both, in attack
delay is more as compared to honest rout, so that the efficiency of a network increases.

Figure 6(a): Throughput in attack
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Figure 6(b): Throughput in honest rout
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Throughput or network throughput is the rate of successful message delivery over a communication channel. As shown
in figure 6(a) and (b) throughput decreases in attack and in honest rout the rate increases. These result shows proposed
method is working well against attack.
VIII.

CONCLUSION

The definition of vampire attack is nothing but a new type of resource consumption attack this attack uses routing
protocol to disable permanently ad hoc wireless sensor network this is done by consuming battery energy. These
attacks are independent of specific protocol. In this we introduce a solution that protects from three problems that are
stretch attack, carousal attack and battery consumption problem by using different algorithm. Introduced algorithm
provides better solution than the solution given in existing system of vampire attack. The simulation results showed that
the proposed algorithm performs better.
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